Time-varying closed-loop modeling of autonomic control in pediatric obstructive sleep apnea syndrome during cold face stimulation.
Adults with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS) are known to have impaired autonomic function but the corresponding effects in children appear to be more subtle. Model-based analysis of the cardiovascular response to cold face test (CFT) was used to quantify daytime autonomic dysfunction. The increase in transfer gain between respiration and RRI was not different between controls and OSAS. However, the transfer gain between "surrogate cardiac output" (pulse pressure+R-R interval) and systolic blood pressure (SBP) and the transfer gain between cardiac output and SBP both increased significantly in controls but not in OSAS during CFT. These findings suggest that the parasympathetic function remains relatively normal in pediatric OSAS, but cardiovascular sympathetic reactivity is impaired.